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Abstract
Necessary and su/cient conditions are provided for a class of Boolean functions to be denable by a set of linear
functional equations over the two-element eld. The conditions are given both in terms of closure with respect to certain
functional compositions and in terms of denability by relational constraints.
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1. Introduction
Boolean function classes denable by algebraic equations, inequalities, other predicates or closure conditions, have
been the object of a number of studies since Emil Post’s classication of clones [11]. To illustrate equational denability,
consider
(a) the clone M of monotone Boolean functions, denable by Eq. (1) below,
(b) the class of decreasing functions, denable by (2),
(c) the clone S of self-dual functions, denable by Eq. (3) or (4),
(d) the class of re:exive functions, denable by (5) or (6)
f(v)f(vw) = f(vw); (1)
f(v)f(vw) = f(v); (2)
f(v) =@f(@v); (3)
f(v) + f(v + 1) = 1; (4)
f(v) = f(@v); (5)
f(v) + f(v + 1) = 0: (6)
Each of these equations denes a class of Boolean functions in the sense that the class consists of those Boolean functions
f:{0; 1}n → {0; 1} that satisfy the equation for all choices of v and w in {0; 1}n where 1 denotes the all-1 vector in
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{0; 1}n, @ denotes the interchange of 0’s and 1’s, + denotes the Boolean sum, and juxtaposition denotes conjunction,
i.e. Boolean product or meet (taken componentwise for vectors).
Note that neither the decreasing nor the re:exive function class forms a clone (neither is closed under functional
composition). As for the form of the equations, observe that both (4) and (6) are linear, i.e. written in the additive language
of the two-element eld, while the other functional equations are written in the conjunction-and-negation language of the
two-element Boolean lattice (juxtaposition stands for meet). These two languages are, of course, strongly related, as it is
well known (see e.g. Stone [13] for an early reference). However, while the self-dual and re:exive function classes can
be dened in both linear and lattice language, neither the monotone nor the decreasing classes are linearly denable, as
it will be clear from Theorem 1 in Section 3.
Necessary and su/cient conditions for a class of Boolean functions to be denable by general Boolean equations
were stated and proved, with some variations in what is meant by an equation, by Ekin, Foldes, Hammer, Hellerstein
[2], also in [3] and by Pippenger [9]; the specic class of threshold functions was examined by Hellerstein [6] and
the equational characterization of clones was studied by Pogosyan [10] and Foldes and Pogosyan [4]. Essentially, the
conditions for equational denability were shown to be the closure under identication of variables (diagonalization),
permutation of variables and addition of inessential variables (cylindrication). Here we shall explore the more stringent
notion of equational denability by linear functional equations.
2. Basic concepts
In this paper, by a Boolean function we mean a map f:Bn → B, where B=GF(2)= {0; 1} (the eld of two elements)
and n¿ 1. The integer n is called the arity of f. For a xed arity n, the simplest Boolean functions are the n diHerent
coordinate projection maps (a1; : : : ; an) → ai, 16 i6 n, also called variables and usually denoted by x1; : : : ; xn. Every
n-ary Boolean function is represented by a unique multilinear polynomial in n indeterminates over GF(2). If f is n-ary
and g1; : : : ; gn are all m-ary Boolean functions then the composition f(g1; : : : ; gn) has arity m as well, and its value on
(a1; : : : ; am) is f(g1(a1; : : : ; am); : : : ; gn(a1; : : : ; am)). Throughout this paper Boolean addition is denoted by the ordinary
addition symbol +.
A (Boolean) clone is a set of Boolean functions closed under composition and containing all coordinate projections (vari-
ables) of all arities. (We also use the term class to refer any set of Boolean functions.) For classical and recent references
on clones see, e.g., Davio, Deschamps, Thayse [1]; Mal’cev [7]; Pippenger [8]; PKoschel, Kaluzhnin [12] and Zverovich
[16]. The denability of clones by functional equations was studied by Pogosyan [10] and Foldes and Pogosyan [4].
Certain natural classes of Boolean functions constitute clones, some others do not. For example, the class M of monotone
(increasing) functions is a clone while the class of decreasing functions is not. For our purposes we wish to consider in
particular the following clones:
(i) the clone L of a/ne functions, i.e. functions of the form c1x1 + · · · + cnxn + c, from Bn to B, for some n¿ 1,
traditionally called linear functions in the theory of Boolean functions;
(ii) the clone L0 of linear functions in the sense of linear algebra, i.e. members of L for which f(0; : : : ; 0) = 0;
(iii) the clone L01 of those members of L0 for which f(1; : : : ; 1) = 1.
The functions in L01 are precisely those that can be represented as a sum of an odd number of variables. If x, y and
z are any three distinct variables then the single function x + y + z generates the entire clone L01 (i.e. no smaller clone
contains x + y + z).
From standard linear algebra, applied to the vector space Bn = GF(2)n over the two-element eld we shall need the
following facts about a4ne varieties (cosets of subspaces of the vector space Bn plus the empty space, called proper
a4ne variety if the coset is not Bn itself):
Fact 1. A subset R of Bn is an a4ne variety if and only if R is closed under triple sums (i.e. a + b + c∈R, whenever
a; b; c∈R).
Fact 2. If R is any non-empty a4ne variety in Bn, then there is an a4ne projection onto R, i.e. a map T :Bn → Bn
with range R and whose restriction to R is the identity map, and such that for some n× n matrix M and vector d∈Bn
we have, for all x∈Bn; T (x) =Mx + d.
Fact 3. Every proper a4ne variety in Bn is the intersection of some, 6nitely many, a4ne hyperplanes (cosets of
(n− 1)-dimensional subspaces).
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In general, a minor of a Boolean function f is a composite f(g1; : : : ; gn). Wang and Williams [15], Wang [14] and
Pippenger [9] consider minors when the inner functions gi are “monadic”, i.e. for which gi(x1; : : : ; xm)=0 or gi(x1; : : : ; xm)=1
or, for some j, gi(x1; : : : ; xm)= xj or gi(x1; : : : ; xm)= xj+1. The relevance of the minor concept for denability by Boolean
equations was made apparent in [2,9]. In view of the linear functional equations that we are interested in, we propose the
following variant and extension of the minor concept.
We say that f(g1; : : : ; gn) is an L01-minor of f if all the inner functions gi are in L01. A class K of Boolean functions
is said to be closed under the formation of L01-minors if every L01-minor of every function in K is also in K. It is
easy to see that this is the case if and only if f(g1; : : : ; gn) is in K whenever f∈K and each gi is the sum of three
variables, gi = x + y + z. Such a composition is called a substitution of triple sums of variables for variables in f and
it subsumes cylindrication (addition of inessential variables), permutation of variables and diagonalization (identication
of variables).
While the characterization of classes of Boolean functions by equations re:ects an approach rooted in model theory and
universal algebra, clones in particular have been known to be denable by relational constraints (see Geiger [5]; Davio,
Deschamps, Thayse [1] and Pippenger [8]).
A Boolean relation R of arity t is any subset of Bt , t¿ 1. For a matrix M with t rows, we write M ≺ R if all
columns of M are in R. For an n-ary Boolean function f and a t× n matrix M with row vectors a1; : : : ; at , we denote by
fM the vector (f(a1); : : : ; f(at)). A relational constraint is a couple (R; S) where R and S are Boolean relations of the
same arity, called the antecedent and consequent, respectively. A Boolean function is said to satisfy a constraint (R; S) if
M ≺ R implies fM ≺ S, where the number of columns of M equals the arity of f. A set {(Ri; Si): i∈ I} of constraints
is said to de6ne a class K of Boolean functions if K is the class of those functions which satisfy every (Ri; Si).
It was shown by Geiger [5] that clones are precisely the classes denable by sets of constraints of the form (R; R). The
general theory of constraints is due to Pippenger [9], who established a complete correspondence between constraints and
the functional equations considered by Ekin, Foldes, Hammer, Hellerstein [2], thus showing that the classes of Boolean
functions denable by functional equations, in the sense of [2], are exactly the classes denable by constraints. (A
diHerent concept of functional equations is adopted in [3], corresponding to the universal algebraic approach. Note also a
generalization of constraints by Hellerstein [6].)
For every Boolean relation R ⊆ Bt , there is a smallest a/ne variety QR in Bt that contains R, traditionally called the
a4ne hull of R. Observe the following fact:
Fact 4. For any t-ary Boolean relation R, the a4ne hull QR of R in Bt is given by QR = {gM : M ≺ R; g∈L01, the arity
of g equals the number of columns of M}.
We use this fact to prove the following:
Lemma 1. If every L01-minor of a Boolean function f satis6es a constraint (R; S), then f also satis6es ( QR; S), where
QR is the a4ne hull of R.
Proof. Let n be the arity of f and let N be a matrix with n columns such that N ≺ QR. Every column of N is an a/ne
combination of columns in R, thus, for a su/ciently large m, it will be true that, for some matrix M ≺ R with m columns
and some g1; : : : ; gn in L01, the n columns of N are g1M; : : : ; gnM . Since f′=f(g1; : : : ; gn) is an L01-minor of f, it follows
that fN = f′M ∈ S.
3. Linear de!nability
By a linear functional equation we mean a formal expression
c1f(c11v1 + · · ·+ c1mvm + d1) + · · ·+ cqf(cq1v1 + · · ·+ cqmvm + dq) = d; (7)
where the subscripted cs and d belong to B, f is a variable (functional variable), the vis are variables (vector variables)
and the dis are among the two symbols 0 and 1. Given an n-ary function f and vectors a1; : : : ; am ∈Bn, by interpreting
f as f, each vi as ai and each di as (0; : : : ; 0) or (1; : : : ; 1) in Bn, the equation becomes true or false. We say that
f satis6es (7) if the equation becomes true with f interpreted as f and for all interpretations of the vis in Bn. Observe
that for every linear functional equation (7) there is one in which m= q, i.e. of the form (8) below, which is satised by
exactly the same Boolean functions
c1f(c11v1 + · · ·+ c1tvt + d1) + · · ·+ ctf(ct1v1 + · · ·+ cttvt + dt) = d: (8)
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Such an Eq. (8) can be constructed from (7) by taking cq+1 = · · · = cm = 0 if q¡m or ci;m+1 = · · · = ci;q = 0 for all
i= 1; : : : ; q if q¿m. Note that if di = 1 then the interpretation of ci1v1 + · · ·+ citvt + di as a vector of Bn is the Boolean
complement of the interpretation of ci1v1 + · · ·+ citvt .
A set E of linear functional equations is said to de6ne a class K of Boolean functions if K is the class of those
functions which satisfy every equation in E. For example, the class of self-dual functions is denable by
1f(1v + 0) + 1f(1v + 1) = 1;
which is essentially nothing else but (4) in form (7).
Theorem 1. For any class K of Boolean functions the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) K is de6nable by some set of linear functional equations;
(ii) K is de6nable by some set of constraints {(Ri; Si): i∈ I}, where each constraint (Ri; Si) consists, for some positive
integer ni, of a4ne varieties Ri and Si in Bni ;
(iii) K is closed under substituting variable triple sums x + y + z for variables and forming the triple sum f + g+ h,
where f, g and h are functions of the same arity in K.
Proof. We shall establish the implications (i)⇒ (iii)⇒ (ii)⇒ (i).
To prove (i)⇒ (iii), assume (i).
Let us show closure under substituting variable triple sums x+ y+ z for variables. This closure condition is equivalent
to closure under formation of L01-minors. Let us prove that if f satises (8) then every L01-minor of f satises (8) as
well. So assume that f satises (8) and take an m-ary L01-minor f′ = f(g1; : : : ; gn) of f.
Consider the map from Bm to Bn associating to the m-vector a = (a1; : : : ; am) the n-vector a′ = (g1(a); : : : ; gn(a)).
Obviously, for all a, f′(a) =f(a′). Also, since each gi is in L01, the map a → a′ is a linear transformation between the
vector spaces Bm and Bn which sends the zero vector of Bm to that of Bn and the all-1 vector of Bm to that of Bn. Let
now a1; : : : ; at be any vectors of Bm and denote by di the zero or the all-1 vector of Bm according to whether the symbol
di in (8) is 0 or 1. We have
c1f
′(c11a1 + · · ·+ c1tat + d1) + · · ·+ ctf′(ct1a1 + · · ·+ cttat + dt)
=c1f[(c11a1 + · · ·+ c1tat + d1)′] + · · ·+ ctf[(ct1a1 + · · ·+ cttat + dt)′]
=c1f[(c11a′1 + · · ·+ c1ta′t + d′1)] + · · ·+ ctf[(ct1a′1 + · · ·+ ctta′t + d′t )]: (9)
But (9) must be equal to the constant d appearing on the right-hand side of (8) because f satises (8), and this shows
that f′ also satises (8) as claimed.
To conclude the proof of (i)⇒ (iii), one can easily see that if Boolean functions f, g and h of the same arity satisfy
(8), then their sum f + g+ h also satises (8).
To prove (iii)⇒ (ii), assume (iii). We need to show that, for every Boolean function g not in K, there is a constraint
(R; S) = (Rg; Sg) such that:
(a) every f in K satises (R; S),
(b) g does not satisfy (R; S),
(c) both R and S are a/ne varieties in some Bm.
The set of various constraints (Rg; Sg), for all g ∈K will then dene K. This approach and construction are, essentially,
due to Geiger [5] and Pippenger [9], with the additional requirement that both antecedent and consequent need to be a/ne
varieties.
So, given g ∈K, say of arity n, let M be a 2n× n matrix whose rows are the various vectors of Bn. Let R0 be the set
of columns of M and let S = {fM : f∈K; f n-ary} as in [9], Theorem 2.1: every function in K satises (R0; S) and
g does not satisfy (R0; S). As K is closed under triple sum of functions f1 + f2 + f3 where f1; f2; f3 ∈K, it follows,
using Fact 1, that S is an a/ne variety in B2
n
. Let now R be dened as the a/ne hull of R0. By Lemma 1, the constraint
(R; S) satises all the three conditions (a)–(c) with m= 2n.
Finally, to prove (ii) ⇒ (i), assume (ii). As constraints with consequents Si equal to the whole space Bni can be
discarded as super:uous, we may assume that each Si is a proper a/ne variety in the corresponding Bni . There exists
then ki¿ 1 a/ne hyperplanes in Bni , say H1; : : : ; Hki , the intersection of which is Si. Obviously a function satises (Ri; Si)
if and only if it satises every one of the ki constraints (Ri; H1); : : : ; (Ri; Hki ). Thus we can replace the set of constraints
(Ri; Si) dening K by a set of constraints in which each antecedent is an a/ne variety and each consequent is an a/ne
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hyperplane. All there remains to prove is that for every such constraint (R; H), there is a linear equation (8) that is satised
by exactly the same Boolean functions as (R; H). Again, we need to modify a corresponding more generic construction
of Pippenger [9], to accommodate the linearity requirement.
So let t be the arity of (R; S). First, in Bt , take an a/ne projection onto R, i.e. an a/ne transformation T :Bt → Bt , whose
range is R and that is idempotent, T 2 = T (such an idempotent projection exists according to Fact 2). This transformation
T is represented by a t × t matrix M and a vector (d1; : : : ; dt) in R, so that, for all (a1; : : : ; at)∈Bt ,
T


a1
...
at

=M


a1
...
at

+


d1
...
dt

 : (10)
Second, consider the characteristic function  of the set Bt \H in Bt . This is a linear Boolean function :Bt → B, i.e.
there are c1; : : : ; ct ; d∈B such that, for all (a1; : : : ; at)∈Bt ,



a1
...
at

= c1a1 + · · ·+ ctat + d=
{
1 if (a1; : : : ; at)∈Bt \ H;
0 if (a1; : : : ; at)∈Bt :
(11)
In fact, (a1; : : : ; at) → c1a1 + · · ·+ ctat + d+ 1 is the characteristic function of the hyperplane H .
Let M = (cij)16i; j6t . These Boolean constants cij , together with the c1; : : : ; ct and d dened in (11), give a linear
functional equation (8) if we specify, for every j= 1; : : : ; t; dj = 0 if dj = 0, and dj = 1 if dj = 1. Eq. (8) thus dened is
indeed a linear functional equation. Let us see that it is satised by the same Boolean functions that satisfy the constraint
(R; H). So suppose that the n-ary function f satises (R; H) and take a1; : : : ; at ∈Bn. We have to prove that
c1f(c11a1 + · · ·+ c1tat + d1) + · · ·+ ctf(ct1a1 + · · ·+ cttat + dt) + d= 0 (12)
where dj ; 16 j6 t, is the vector (0; : : : ; 0) or (1; : : : ; 1) in Bn according to whether dj is 0 or 1 in (8). Consider the t×n
matrix N whose rows are a1; : : : ; at . Let TN denote the t × n matrix obtained by applying the a/ne transformation T to
each of the n columns of N . As TN ≺ R, fTN ∈H . Thus, (12) holds.
On the other hand, if g does not satisfy (R; H), then, for some N ≺ R, gN ∈ H . So, (gN )=1. Writing gN=(a1; : : : ; at),
we have by (11), (gN ) = c1a1 + · · ·+ ctat + d= 1 which shows that g does not satisfy (8).
It is now easy to see which clones can be dened by linear functional equations. It is immediate that the following
satisfy condition (i) of Theorem 1: the clone of all Boolean functions, the four maximal clones of the self-dual, linear,
zero-preserving and one-preserving Boolean functions, together with the six clones that can be obtained from these by
taking intersections. No other clone K satises condition (iii) of Theorem 1 because no other clone K contains x+y+ z.
Note, however, that there are innitely many classes of Boolean functions satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1 which
are not clones. For example, for every m, the class of those Boolean functions whose polynomial representation over
GF(2) has degree bounded by m, clearly satises condition (iii) of Theorem 1.
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